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1 Purpose of this document

This document serves to record concepts and code that has been covered. Information written here is expected to be more
organised.

1.1 Other documents

1.1.1 Scrapbook

Scarpbook is a draft of ideas and observations, poorly organised or formatted. It is also a list of objectives to work on. You
will not expect to see well written code here. tinyurl.com/uropscrapbook

1.1.2 Archive

Archive contains information too obscure to be included to be in the logbook, but nonetheless still worth saving. tinyurl.com/uroparchive

2 Introduction

2.1 Problem Statement

“Mathematically music is a continuous random signal with a certain pattern. In this project students will learn how to build
a probabilistic model of a music piece. The scope of the project is to understand mathematics behind randomness in music
(students must know probability, conditional probability, discrete and continuous Fourier transform, or at least be willing to
learn it), write code to characterize randomness of a musical piece. Potential extensions of this approach include recovering
the score from the music recording, synthesizing your own random music piece, and speech recognition.”

2.2 Motivations

Why does the project interest you?
Every time I listen to music, whether it is played by my phone or by the background, I keep on wondering the same question:
Why do I like (or not like) this song? A song can be boiled down into a string of notes - the melody. Chords, lyrics,
accompaniment, vocals provide context to the melody, which come together to make the song influential. However, for a
song to be considered unique, it is its melody that needs to be unique. The contexts can easily be adapted from other songs,
and easily modified for use, but to think of an original yet catchy melody is hard.

What do you hope to get out of it (academically and/or personally)?
I have been reading up introductory books on music. The music theory provides reasons why some notes harmonise to provide
resolve, while some other notes conflict to provide tension. However, music theory severely lack a treatment on melodies. I
hope to build a statistically back music theory on melodies. On the other hand, I hope to become a data scientist in general.
This project will help me improve my data extraction skills, and data analysis skills. This is skill which is valuable for the
world.
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3 Installation Instructions

** CODE EDITOR
Install PyCharm Community

** PYTHON AND ITS PACKAGES
(following need to be in order, choose 32 bit wherever applicable)

Install Python 2.7 from python.org
If haven’t, set environment path - to locate your script file

(Install C++ Visual Python)?

Install packages from http://www.lfd.uci.edu/ gohlke/pythonlibs (in this order)
numpy-1.11.3+mkl-cp27-cp27m-win32.whl
matplotlib-1.5.3-cp27-cp27m-win32.whl
sounddevice-0.3.7-cp27-cp27m-win32.whl
pysoundfile?
scipy?

** SOME SOFTWARE
Install Audacity - to view sound files
Install MuseScore2 - to make or edit MIDI files

4 Resources

PYTHON AND PROGRAMMING
Understand the code written Python tutorial:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N4mEzFDjqtA

matplotlib.animation http://matplotlib.org/1.4.1/examples/animation/index.html (you might want to update to 2.0. may
need to install scipy - find it here:

http://www.lfd.uci.edu/~gohlke/pythonlibs)

MATHEMATICS
Linear Algebra

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLZHQObOWTQDPD3MizzM2xVFitgF8hE_ab

Multivariable Gaussian Distribution (I only understood the first half)

http://videolectures.net/gpip06_mackay_gpb/

Discrete Fourier Transform

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mkGsMWi_j4Q

http://www.dspguide.com/pdfbook.htm

4.1 Wikipedia summaries

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pitch_detection_algorithm

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Autocorrelation

http://stackoverflow.com/questions/11553047/frequency-pitch-detection-for-dummies
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5 Book Exercises

We have completed some exercises as stipulated by the book: Pattern Theory.

5.0.1 Helper

This is code written for commonly used functions.

import numpy as np
import sounddevice as sd
import time

# frequently used functions
def complete_magnitude(magnitude):

# the input is the absolute value, excludes zero at 0 - total of N/2 - 1
phase = [2 * np.pi * np.random.random() for angle in range(len(magnitude))]
reals = np.multiply(magnitude, np.sin(np.array(phase)))
imags = np.multiply(magnitude, np.cos(np.array(phase)))

fcef = complete_realimags(reals, imags)
return fcef

def complete_realimags(reals, imags):
# the input excludes zeroe at 0 - total of N/2 - 1 entries
reals = np.concatenate([reals, reals[::-1]])
reals = np.insert(reals, int(len(reals) / 2), 0)
reals = np.insert(reals, 0, 0)

imags = np.concatenate([imags, -1 * np.array(imags[::-1])])
imags = np.insert(imags, int(len(imags) / 2), 0)
imags = np.insert(imags, 0, 0)

fcef = np.vectorize(complex)(reals, imags)
return fcef

def ifft(fcef):
signal = np.fft.ifft(fcef)
signal_real = [entry.real for entry in signal]
signal_real = normalise(signal_real)
return signal_real

def normalise(signal):
max_value = max(signal)
signal[:] = [x / max_value for x in signal]
return signal

def window(signal):
for time in range(len(signal)):

signal[time] = np.exp(-time / 10000.) * np.arctan(time / 500.) * signal[time]
return signal

def play_sound(sound, sampling_rate):
sd.play(sound, sampling_rate)
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5.1 Gaussian Noise

As per page 102:

Synthesise coloured noise with a power law power spectrum. In other words, take the real and imaginary parts
of the Fourier coefficients sk, 0 ≤ k < N to be random normal variables with mean 0 and standard deviation
1/min(k,N − k)λ, but with ŝ0 = 0, ŝN−k = ŝk. Note that low frequencies come from the Fourier coefficients with
index either near zero or near N . You can take the size of the vector N to be 1024.

import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import helper as hp
import grapher as gp

def generate(Lambda):
reals = [np.random.randn() * pow(freq, - Lambda) for freq in range(1,512)]
imags = [np.random.randn() * pow(freq, - Lambda) for freq in range(1,512)]

fcef = hp.complete_realimags(reals, imags)
sound = hp.ifft(fcef)
hp.play_sound(sound, 1024)
return sound

class gaussian_noise(gp.graph_sound):
def __init__(self):

super(gaussian_noise, self).__init__(1024)

def animate(self, i):
sound = generate(0 + i/2)
self.line.set_data(self.x, sound)
return self.line,

if __name__ == '__main__':
anima = gaussian_noise()
anima.start()
plt.show()

For lower λ, it sound like blowing on a microphone. For higher λ, it gets more muted. The sudden increase in displacement
at the start and at the end contributes to the popping sound, which should be neglected.
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5.2 Gaussian Note

Let us take a discrete sample of the signal s and, for simplicity, let’s assume that s “wraps around” at some large
integer N (i.e. sN+k = sk) and that p is an integer dividing N . Let q = N/p, the number of cycles present in the
whole sample. We’ll now analyse the simplest possible Gaussian model for s that gives samples that are periodic
plus some small residual noise. Its density is

pa,b(s) =
1

Z
e−a

∑N−1
k=0 (s(k)−s(k+p))2/2−b

∑N−1
k=0 s(k)2/2 =

1

Z
e−~s

tQ~s/2

, where a, b > 0, Qi,i = b+ 2a and Qi,i±p = −a for 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1 and otherwise 0.

This code produces the sound as it is:

import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import helper as hp
import grapher as gp

def page76(N, p, a, b):
# an arrays of zeroes for mean
mean = [0] * N

# icov is inverse covariance
icov = [[0] * N for _ in range(N)]

# any way not to loop?
for i in range(N):

icov[i][i] = b + 2 * a
icov[i][(i + p) % N] = -a
icov[i][(i - p) % N] = -a

cov = np.linalg.inv(icov)

sound = np.random.multivariate_normal(mean, cov)
sound = hp.normalise(sound)
return sound

class gaussian_note(gp.graph_sound):
def __init__(self, N):

self.N = N
super(gaussian_note, self).__init__(self.N)

def animate(self, i):
sound = page76(self.N, 32 + 100*i, 1, 0.01)
self.line.set_data(self.x, sound)
hp.play_sound(sound, 2048)
return self.line,

if __name__ == '__main__':
anima = gaussian_note(512)
anima.start()
plt.show()

It sounds like a buzzer. To model real notes, the harmonics definitely needs to be modulated. However, modulation could
only be done at the frequency spectrum.
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5.3 Gaussian Note by Frequency

Page 77:

Then the expected power at frequency l is the mean of |ŝ(l)|2, which works out to be

E(|ŝ(l)|2) =
1

b+ 4a sin2(πpl/N)

import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import helper as hp
import grapher_multiple as gp

class gaussian_freq(gp.graphing_multiple):
def __init__(self):

super(gaussian_freq, self).__init__()

def define_limits_spectrum(self):
self.ax01.set_xlim(0, 2000)
self.ax01.set_ylim(0, 6)

def updateData(self, i):
if i > 0:

sound, spectrum = self.gaussian_note_by_freq(1, 0.1, 251, 44100)
self.p011.set_data(self.x01, spectrum)
self.p021.set_data(self.x02, sound)

return self.p011, self.p021

def gaussian_note_by_freq(self, a, b, ffreq, N):
# variables a and b as per page 76
# ffreq is fundamental frequency
# N is the number of samples - needs to be equal to sampling rate
# plot_range is the plot range of the spectrum

n = int(N / 2)
spectrum = [(b + 4*a*((np.sin(np.pi*freq/ffreq))**2)) ** -0.5 * np.random.randn() for freq in range(1, n)]

# Frequency Modulation
modulation = [np.arctan(x/100) * np.exp(-x/500) for x in range(1,n)]
spectrum = np.multiply(np.abs(spectrum), modulation)

fcef = hp.complete_magnitude(spectrum)
sound = hp.ifft(fcef)
sound = hp.window(sound)
hp.play_sound(sound, N)

return sound, spectrum

if __name__ == '__main__':
anima = gaussian_freq()
anima.start()
plt.show()

Frequency modulation makes the note sound closer to a real instrument, but the note sounds so dark. The sound is clean
however, it does not have the splashy sound. As the Gaussian note is constructed using a correlation matrix, the signal is
largely similar to adjacent parts. Perhaps it does not However, in the spectral transformation of real notes, the spectrogram
is usually smoother - you will never expect point just adjacent to the peak to be just zero. This model may well only be
meant for learning.
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5.4 Note by Spectrum

We generate a one second note given its frequency spectrum.

import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import helper as hp
import grapher_multiple as gp

class note_spectrum(gp.graphing_multiple):
def __init__(self):

super(note_spectrum, self).__init__()

def define_limits_spectrum(self):
self.ax01.set_xlim(0, 2000)
self.ax01.set_ylim(-90, 0)

def updateData(self, i):
A = [43, 45, 40, 30, 25, 20, 15, 10, 5, 1]
S = [10] * len(A)

if i > 0:
sound, spectrum = self.note_by_spectrum(A, S, 251, 44100)
self.p011.set_data(self.x01, spectrum)
self.p021.set_data(self.x02, sound)

return self.p011, self.p021

def note_by_spectrum(self, A, S, ffreq, N):
# A is the set of amplitudes, S is the set of spread
# N is the number of samples - needs to be equal to sampling rate
# plot_range is the plot range of the spectrum

n = int(N / 2 - 1)

spectrum_db = [(-90) + 60000 / (freq + 1500) for freq in range(n)]
for h in range(len(A)):

for freq in range(n):
exponent = - np.absolute(freq - (h + 1) * ffreq) / S[h]
add = A[h] * np.exp(exponent)
spectrum_db[freq] = spectrum_db[freq] + add

# https://www.desmos.com/calculator/vhttum22ks
# consider why the peaks look so funny

spectrum = [10 ** (freq / 20) for freq in spectrum_db]

fcef = hp.complete_magnitude(spectrum)
sound = hp.ifft(fcef)
sound = hp.window(sound)
hp.play_sound(sound, N)

return sound, spectrum_db

if __name__ == '__main__':
anima = note_spectrum()
anima.start()
plt.show()
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5.4.1 Analysis and Modifications

Without windowing, the sound is similar to the “sustain” section of the instrument. Once window the sound resembles a
piano note - where we sources the harmonics from.
However, there is this splashing sound accompanying every note. I wonder what does it takes to remove it.

5.4.2 Limitations of a Spectrum

However, I hope it waveform looks more like a piano - one that is more regular. This waveform isn’t has varying energy
throughout, while a piano’s energy is more energy curve is more smooth. I do not think a sum of linearly spaced sinusoids
is a optimal to create the sound. For a note of ffreq of 261Hz, the waveform may well be made up of 260Hz and 262Hz.
The constructive interference results in large energy at certain sections, while destructive interference at other sections mutes
that portion of the sound. I do not think real world instrument will work like that, if given two frequencies the instrument
vibrating at nearly similar frequencies, the damping effects should tend synchronise these frequencies.
Perhaps computerised models of instruments could be made.
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6 Simulation of a String Vibration

The following python code contains reuseable code for making matplotlib animations.

import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import matplotlib.animation as animation

class graphing(object):
def __init__(self, nx):

self.fig, self.ax = plt.subplots()

self.nx = nx
self.x = np.arange(self.nx)
self.ax.set_xlim(0, self.nx)

# "init only required for blitting to give a clean slate" (don't understand)
def init(self):

self.line.set_ydata(np.ma.array(self.x, mask=True))
return self.line,

def animate(self, i):
print("Override Expected")
self.line.set_ydata([0]*self.nx) # update the data
return self.line,

def start(self):
self.ani = animation.FuncAnimation(self.fig, self.animate, init_func=self.init,

interval=25, blit=True)

class graph_string(graphing):
def __init__(self):

super(graph_string, self).__init__(51)
self.ax.set_ylim(-4.1, 4.1)
self.line, = self.ax.plot(self.x, [0] * self.nx, lw=0.2)

class graph_sound(graphing):
def __init__(self, nx):

super(graph_sound, self).__init__(nx)
self.ax.set_ylim(-1.5, 1.5)
self.line, = self.ax.plot(self.x, [0] * self.nx, lw=0.2)

def start(self):
self.ani = animation.FuncAnimation(self.fig, self.animate, init_func=self.init,

interval=3000, blit=True)

class graph_spectrum(graphing):
def __init__(self, nx):

super(graph_spectrum, self).__init__(nx)
self.ax.set_ylim(0, 100)
self.line, = self.ax.plot(self.x, [0] * self.nx, lw=0.2)

def start(self):
self.ani = animation.FuncAnimation(self.fig, self.animate, init_func=self.init,

interval=3000, blit=True)
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6.1 Impulse

The vibration of the string can be modelled with impulses. The following online widget offers a discretized string that can
tie to an fixed or free end:

https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/wave-on-a-string/latest/wave-on-a-string_en.html

One decomposes the movement of the string into impulses travelling to the right, and impulses travelling to the left. Impulses
travel one unit per unit time. Upon reaching the end, the last unit of the impulse is transferred to the first unit of impulse.
Add both impulses to calculate the displacement of each point on the string at a particular time. We have simulation the
impulse:

import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import grapher as gp

class impulse(gp.graph_string):
def __init__(self):

super(impulse, self).__init__()

# initialising impulses
self.L = [0] * self.nx
self.R = [0] * self.nx
self.L[23:26] = [1, 2, 2, 1]
self.R[13:18] = [1, 3, 2, 2, 3, 1]

self.R_rev = self.R[::-1]
self.length = len(self.L) + 1

def animate(self, i):
L_1 = self.L[-1]
self.L = np.insert(self.L[:-1], 0, -self.R[-1])
self.R = np.insert(self.R[:-1], 0, -L_1)
# control whether you want open end or closed end with the negative signs
# might need to shorten impulse and add zero at the ends - refer to old code

self.line.set_data(self.x, np.add(np.delete(self.L, 0), np.delete(self.R[::-1], -1)))
return self.line,

if __name__ == '__main__':
anima = impulse()
anima.start()
plt.show()

It is easier to to calculating string vibration of the string via impulses. There is no multiplication, only addition. If dx/dt
is unitary, it is possible to convert displacement-velocity to left-right impulse. However to achieve greater flexibility over the
speed of sound, we will use the wave equation model instead.
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6.2 Wave Equation

Given the wave equation ∂2u
∂t2 = c2 ∂

2u
∂x2 and the finite difference expression, we can calculate the movement of the string:

ft−dt(x)− 2ft(x) + ft+dt(x)

(dt)2
= c2

ft(x+ dx)− 2ft(x) + ft(x+ dx)

(dx)2

ft+dt(x) = 2ft(x)− ft−dt(x) +

(
c
dt

dx

)2

(ft(x+ dx)− 2ft(x) + ft(x+ dx))

(1)

where dt and dx is the resolution of time and space, and c is the speed of sound in the medium.

import numpy as np
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt
import grapher as gp

class wave_equation(gp.graph_string):
def __init__(self):

super(wave_equation, self).__init__()

self.nx = 51 # number of points on x grid
c = 20 # speed of sound
dt = 0.05 # time increment
self.rsq = (c * dt) ** 2 # appears in finite diff sol

self.t_0 = [np.exp(-((x-5.5)**2)/50) for x in range(self.nx)]

self.t_9 = list(self.t_0)
self.t_1 = np.zeros(self.nx)

def animate(self, i):
# self.t_1[a] = 2 * (1 - self.rsq) * self.t_0[a] - self.t_9[a] + self.rsq * (self.t_0[a - 1] + self.t_0[a + 1])
scaled = self.rsq * np.array(self.t_0)

accl = np.add(scaled[:-2], scaled[2:])
accl = np.add(-2 * np.array(scaled[1:-1]), accl)

self.t_1[1:-1] = np.add(2 * np.array(self.t_0[1:-1]), -1 * np.array(self.t_9[1:-1]))
self.t_1[1:-1] = np.add(self.t_1[1:-1], accl)

# can be derived from the wave equation - try to understand this
# do consider why c times dt cannot exceed one
# can plot 2D array (time, disp) on excel to see effect

self.t_9 = self.t_0
self.t_0 = list(self.t_1)

self.line.set_data(self.x, self.t_1)
return self.line,

if __name__ == '__main__':
ani = wave_equation()
ani.start()
plt.show()

When c = dt
dx , the string goes back to its initial position after one cycle. The string can be expressed in terms of left and

right impulses - making computations easier. The aim is however, a realistic model of a vibrating string, and deriving its
resultant sound.
Perhaps a virtual model of all instrument may be a substantial product of this UROP.
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7 Simulation of a Note

All sounds sampled is one second long, at sampling rate of 44100. To allow more lines to be drawn at the frequency graph,
some changes is made to grapher multiple.

from matplotlib.pylab import *
import matplotlib.animation as animation

class graphing_multiple(object):
def __init__(self):

# sent for figure
self.font = {'size': 9}
matplotlib.rc('font', **self.font)

# Setup figure and subplots
self.f0 = figure(num=0, figsize=(16, 8)) # , dpi = 100)
self.ax01 = subplot2grid((2, 1), (0, 0))
self.ax02 = subplot2grid((2, 1), (1, 0))

# Set titles of subplots
self.ax01.set_title('Spectrum')
self.ax02.set_title('Sound Wave')

# Turn on grids
self.ax01.grid(True)
self.ax02.grid(True)

self.define_limits_sound()
self.define_limits_spectrum()

# data Placeholders
self.yp1 = zeros(22049)
self.yp2 = zeros(22049)
self.yp3 = zeros(22049)
self.yp4 = zeros(22049)
self.yv1 = zeros(44100)
self.x01 = np.arange(22049)
self.x02 = np.arange(44100)

# set plots
self.p011, = self.ax01.plot(self.x01, self.yp1, 'y-', lw = 0.2)
self.p012, = self.ax01.plot(self.x01, self.yp2, 'c-', lw = 0.2)
self.p013, = self.ax01.plot(self.x01, self.yp3, 'r-', lw = 0.2)
self.p014, = self.ax01.plot(self.x01, self.yp4, 'k-', lw = 0.2)
self.p021, = self.ax02.plot(self.x02, self.yv1, 'b-', lw = 0.2)

def define_limits_spectrum(self):
self.ax01.set_xlim(0, 22049)
self.ax01.set_ylim(0, 1)

def define_limits_sound(self):
self.ax02.set_xlim(0, 44100)
self.ax02.set_ylim(-1, 1)

def updateData(self, i):
print("Override Expected")
self.p011.set_data(self.x01, self.yp1)
self.p012.set_data(self.x01, self.yp2)
self.p013.set_data(self.x01, self.yp3)
self.p014.set_data(self.x01, self.yp4)
self.p021.set_data(self.x02, self.yv1)
return self.p011, self.p012, self.p013, self.p014, self.p021

def start(self):
self.simulation = animation.FuncAnimation(self.f0, self.updateData, blit=False, interval=3000, repeat=False)
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7.1 Replacing the phase

We calculate the frequency spectrum of the sampled sound. Then calculate the magnitude of each frequency, discard the
information on phase. Then the phase is replaced with angles uniformly randomly generated. Inverse FFT produced a second
long sound with uniform energy throughout. We also calculate the time profile of the sound. At every block interval, we
calculate the maximum within the block. The centre of each of these block is joined by a interpolated line. Then sound with
uniform energy is multiplied with the time profile, reproducing our sound.

import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import helper as hp
import grapher_multiple2 as gp
import soundfile as sf

class substitute_phase(gp.graphing_multiple):
def __init__(self):

super(substitute_phase, self).__init__()
self.sig, self.samplerate = sf.read('sounds/various_instruments_middle_C.wav')
self.to_analyse = self.sig[14*44100:15*44100,0]
hp.play_sound(self.to_analyse, 44100)
self.spectrum = np.fft.fft(self.to_analyse)
self.spectrum = [np.absolute(entry) for entry in self.spectrum]

def define_limits_spectrum(self):
self.ax01.set_xlim(0, 1000)
self.ax01.set_ylim(0, 500)

def updateData(self, i):
if i == 0:

self.p011.set_data(self.x01, self.spectrum[1:22050])
else:

sound, actual_spectra = self.subsituting_phase()
self.p013.set_data(self.x01, actual_spectra[1:22050])
self.p021.set_data(self.x02, sound)

return self.p011, self.p021

def subsituting_phase(self):
fcef = hp.complete_magnitude(self.spectrum[1:22050])
sound = hp.ifft(fcef)
# Refer to LTR for the window
sound = hp.window(sound)
hp.play_sound(sound, 44100)

actual_spectra = np.fft.fft(sound)
actual_spectra = [np.absolute(entry) for entry in actual_spectra]

return sound, actual_spectra

if __name__ == '__main__':
anima = substitute_phase()
anima.start()
plt.show()

We could learn about exactly where is the attack, sustain and release for a piano. The actual spectrum is convoluted due to
the multiplication with window in the time domain, so it appears different.
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7.2 Using Guassian freq

We adapt the Gaussian freq frequency spectrum to fit the shape of frequency spectrum. Firstly the peak of the harmonics
is connected with a interpolated line - forming the frequency window. The 1/(b + 4 ∗ asin2(z)) wave is multiplied with the
frequency window, producing the spectrum. The spectrum generates the uniform sound, which is multiplied with the time
profile.

import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import helper as hp
import grapher_multiple2 as gp
import soundfile as sf

class substitute_phase_gauss(gp.graphing_multiple):
def __init__(self):

super(substitute_phase_gauss, self).__init__()
self.sig, self.samplerate = sf.read('sounds/various_instruments_middle_C.wav')
self.to_analyse = self.sig[14*44100:15*44100,0]
hp.play_sound(self.to_analyse, 44100)
self.spectrum = np.fft.fft(self.to_analyse)
self.spectrum = [np.absolute(entry) for entry in self.spectrum]

self.window_spectrum = self.freq_window(self.spectrum)

a = 1; b = 0.0001; s = 0.01
self.sine = [s * (b + 4*a*((np.sin(np.pi * freq / 261.62)) ** 2)) ** -0.5 for freq in range(22049)]
self.spectra = np.multiply(self.window_spectrum,self.sine)

self.spectra_gauss = []
self.actual_spectra = []
self.sound = []*44100

def freq_window(self, spectrum):
self.peaks = [0]
for x in range(1, int(44100/(261.62*2) - 1)):

self.peaks.append(max(spectrum[int(x*261.62)-100:int(x*261.62)+100]))

window_spect = [0] * 22049
for x in range(int(44100 / (261.62 * 2) - 2)):

for y in range(262):
window_spect[int(x * 261.62) + y] = self.peaks[x] + (y * (self.peaks[x + 1] - self.peaks[x]) / 261.62)

return window_spect

def define_limits_spectrum(self):
self.ax01.set_xlim(0, 5000)
self.ax01.set_ylim(0, 500)

def updateData(self, i):
if(i == 0):

self.p011.set_data(self.x01, self.spectrum[1:22050])
self.p012.set_data(self.x01, self.window_spectrum)
self.p013.set_data(self.x01, self.spectra)

else:
self.subsituting_phase()
self.p013.set_data(self.x01, self.spectra_gauss)
self.p014.set_data(self.x01, self.actual_spectra[1:22050])
self.p021.set_data(self.x02, self.sound)

return self.p011, self.p012, self.p013, self.p021

def subsituting_phase(self):
self.spectra_gauss = [self.spectra[x]*np.random.randn() for x in range(22049)]
fcef = hp.complete_magnitude(self.spectra_gauss)
sound = hp.ifft(fcef)
self.sound = hp.window(sound)
hp.play_sound(self.sound, 44100)

self.actual_spectra = np.fft.fft(self.sound)
self.actual_spectra = [np.absolute(entry) for entry in self.actual_spectra]

if __name__ == '__main__':
anima = substitute_phase_gauss()
anima.start()
plt.show()

This sound is deeper, as if played in a well. Why? Moreover, the higher harmonics is not a multiple of the fundamental
frequency, but it gets slightly higher every time. It is also the case when the spectrum is investigated with Audacity. Why?
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8 Exploring DFT

8.1 Non-Integer Frequency

Question 6 of the exercise, based on page 12/13.

If you calculate these, you will see that some of the resulting periods are not close to integers in our sampling.
This causes a problem in our approach.

import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

def autocorr(x):
result = np.correlate(x, x, mode='full')
return result

def variable_accuracy(accuracy, colour, diff):
s1 = [np.sin(2 * np.pi * (i / accuracy) / (10 + diff)) for i in range(int(accuracy*100))]
s1 = autocorr(s1)
freq1 = np.fft.fft(s1)
freq1 = (0.1 * 1/accuracy) * np.array(freq1)
plt.plot(np.arange(0., 100., 1/accuracy), s1[:int(100*accuracy)], colour, lw=0.3)
plt.plot(np.arange(0., 100., 1.0), freq1[:100].real, colour, ms=2, linestyle='None', marker='.')
plt.plot(np.arange(0., 100., 1.0), freq1[:100].imag, colour, ms=2, linestyle='None', marker='.')
plt.plot(np.arange(0., 100., 1.0), np.absolute(freq1[:100]), colour, lw=0.3)

variable_accuracy(2., 'k-', 0.3)
variable_accuracy(2., 'b-', 0.5)
variable_accuracy(2., 'r-', 0.7)

plt.show()

Increasing the sampling rate (increasing accuracy) does not help to determine the exact frequency. How do you interpolate
to determine that value of diff? There are applications.
In tuning applications, you are expected to apply FFT on the received sound. You need to determine how many cents is the
sound off the standard tuning. At lower notes, the resolution of your FFT may span over too many cents for the application
to be sufficiently accurate.
As the signal assumed to be circular, the sudden jump in amplitude at the end and at the start affects readings. Hence its
autocorrelation result allows the ends to smoothen out. Then peak is narrower. However, how to extrapolate to re-obtain
the exact diff is still a question.

https://www.desmos.com/calculator/emqjrakpcd
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